With a 2” durable steel frame construction and two panel styles, the Models T50S and T50L doors are designed for beautiful, long-lasting performance. Combine five color options on the T50 Series along with many Designer and Decorative window designs and you have the best value door to suit your home style and lifestyle.
Value Series T50S/T50L

**Detail**

Deep panel edging and natural embossed woodgrain texture improve appearance close-up and from the curb.

**Style**

- **T50S Traditional Short**
  Complements homes with traditional styling.

- **T50L Traditional Long**
  Ideal for ranch style homes.

**Color**

- White
- Almond
- Desert Tan
- Sandtone
- Chocolate

*Due to the printing process colors may vary.*

Model T50S Short Traditional Panel Design

Model T50S Short Traditional Panel with Optional Colonial 509 Window Design
Galvanized Torsion Spring

Corrosion-resistant, galvanized torsion springs look better and last up to 50% longer than industry standard springs.

Due to some height and weight restrictions, not all product offerings include galvanized torsion spring.

Step Plate/Lift Handle

Color matched exterior step plate/grip handles are durable, attractive and allow for safe opening and closing of your door.

Rust-Prevention System

Steel skins are protected through a tough, layered coating system, including a hot-dipped galvanized layer, a protective metal oxide pretreatment, and a baked-on primer and top coat.

A FOCUS ON green

Clopay is committed to designing, manufacturing and distributing garage doors that enhance the beauty, safety and value of your home while minimizing the impact on the environment.

Steel doors and hardware are impervious to moisture and will not rot, warp, crack or fade, and the steel used in Clopay’s doors is made from over 75% recycled content. All Clopay doors are made in the U.S., minimizing shipping, damage and handling.

Visit our website for more details on Clopay’s green practices.
clopaydoor.com/cgreen.aspx
Inspired by current architectural trends, our windows add natural light to your garage while adding curb appeal to your home. All Clopay window frames are UV-protected and are color matched to our prefinished door colors. Window frames screw in from the inside for easy glass replacement or to change designs.

DECORATIVE WINDOWS

Available in short or long panel designs, Clopay’s Designer Collection Windows are created to complement many home styles.

DECORATIVE INSERT SERIES WINDOWS

UV-protected cellular plastic insert designs snap into either the inside or outside of the window frame for easy cleaning or to change designs. Windows are offered in single strength, double strength, acrylic or obscure glass.

*Panel emboss may not align on long window with short panels. Some size limitations apply. *Shown with clear glass. Acrylic and obscure glass optional.

Up & Down Garage Doors

upanddowngaragedoors.com